Lee Heritage Commission

The Commission has the following publications available for purchase at the Town Hall:

Land in Our Hands (Burleigh-Demerit Farm) by Martha Butterfield - $20
Down The Mast Road (reprint of John M. Duncan’s 1956 publication) - $15
Lee, New Hampshire by John Scales - $4
Lee Historical Maps - $4
Lee in 4 Centuries by Ursula Baier - $5
2016 Calendars - $5
Oliver C. Gilbert by Jody Fernald and Stephanie Gilbert - $10
The Story of Peter Little Bear - $10
The Railroad that Passed through Lee NH - $12
The Early Roads and Settlers of Lee, NH by Melvin E. Jenkins - $15
Jeremiah Smith Grange Book by Donna Eisenhard - $20
The Early Mills and Industry of Lee, NH by Richard Wellington - $20

The Commission also has the following E-Book available:

Down The Mast Road (choose a link below to purchase)

Amazon
Barnes & Noble
Book Baby